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 downloadIt’s no secret that the Star Trek franchise has given the world some of the most memorable science fiction. But if you ask me, it’s the license plate in “Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan” that really takes the cake. The license plate in the movie features the words “BOLDNESS RECOGNIZED” and “STAR TREK” written across it. And while it’s easy to say that the message is a hidden code, it
actually isn’t. It’s simple substitution. Watch the movie below. To decipher the code, you just have to go through it and spot every letter that’s unique to the plate in “BOLDNESS RECOGNIZED.” Notice that every letter is an uppercase letter. That means it’s easy to spot the first letter of every word — as it’s the uppercase letter right after “B.” Then we just go down through the list and mark off every
“U” that’s directly followed by another “U.” That’s what you end up with. Here’s what the final message looks like: As you can see, this is no code. It’s just a bunch of random letters and symbols thrown together to make a silly message. But while it may not be a code, it’s a simple message to understand. And it goes to show you that you don’t need a code to create memorable messaging. So if you want

to create your own message, just use the letters on the license plate above as a guide to help you through it. You can use the information to create your own message that makes you smile. Get your free “It’s Easy!” tips now.�s a feeling that truly resonates with me. 4. A Certain Highway Not a musician by trade, I found myself captivated by the sound of this album as soon as I heard it. I had it on
repeat for the better part of a month and still haven’t changed my mind. First of all, they remind me of a cross between Green Day and Rage Against the Machine, right down to the fast paced guitar and catchy hooks. And that’s not the only 82157476af
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